TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR AN ENDOWED FUND

NAME OF ENDOWED FUND

Michel Bastarache Endowment Fund

INTRODUCTION
The Faculty of Law, Common Law section created this fund in honour of the honourable Michel Bastarache, a graduate of the Faculty who was appointed to the Supreme Court of Canada.

PURPOSE OF FUND
Award admission scholarships to students entering in the French common law program.

SCHOLARSHIP DETAILS
Eligibility Criteria

The applicant must:
1. be admitted and registered full-time in the JD program in French at the Common Law Section;
2. be in excellence academic standing or have an outstanding professional record; and
3. demonstrate commitment to la francophonie.

Value of the award: Minimum $500
Number of awards: Variable
Frequency of the award: Annual
Level or program of study: Undergraduate
Application contact: Financial Aid and Awards Service
Application deadline: May 1

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Applications must be made through Online Scholarships and Bursaries, which can be accessed through https://scholarships.uottawa.ca, and must include:

1. the Curriculum Vitae on Online Scholarships and Bursaries; and
2. a description in French of the applicant’s contributions to the development of the French language and culture.